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Abstract2

Let P be a set of n points in the plane. We compute the value of θ ∈ [0, 2π) for which3

the rectilinear convex hull of P , denoted by RHθ(P ), has minimum (or maximum) area4

in optimal O(n log n) time and O(n) space, improving the previous O(n2) bound. Let O5

be a set of k lines through the origin sorted by slope and let αi be the aperture angles6

of the 2k sectors defined by every pair of two consecutive lines. Let Θi = π − αi and7

Θ = min{Θi : i = 1, . . . , 2k}. We further obtain: (1) Given a set O such that Θ ≥ π
2 , we8

provide an algorithm to compute the O-convex hull of P in optimal O(n log n) time and9

O(n) space, while if Θ < π
2 the complexities are O( n

Θ log n) time and O( n
Θ ) space. (2) Given10

a set O such that Θ ≥ π
2 , we compute and maintain the boundary of the Oθ-convex hull11

of P for θ ∈ [0, 2π) in O(kn log n) time and O(kn) space, or in O(k n
Θ log n) time and O(k n

Θ )12

space if Θ < π
2 . (3) Finally, given a set O such that Θ ≥ π

2 , we compute the Oθ-convex13

hull of P of minimum (or maximum) area over all θ ∈ [0, 2π) in O(kn log n) time and O(kn)14

space.15

Keywords: Rectilinear convex hull, Restricted orientation convex hull, Minimum area.16

1 Introduction17

Restricted-orientation convexity is a generalization of traditional convexity that stems from the18

notion of restricted-orientation geometry, where the geometric objects under study comply with19

restrictions related to a fixed set of orientations. Restricted-orientation geometry started with20
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the work of Güting [16] in the early eighties, as a generalization of the study of orthogonal21

polygons, whose edges are parallel to the coordinate axes.22

Ortho-convexity or orthogonal convexity [20, 21, 25] was defined by defining as convex sets23

those whose intersection with any line parallel to a coordinate axis is either empty or connected.24

The corresponding convex hull of a set P of n points in the plane, called rectilinear convex hull25

of P and denoted RH(P ), has been extensively studied since its formalization in the early26

eighties and, together with the rectilinear convex hull of other geometric objects, it has been27

applied in several research fields, including illumination [1], polyhedron reconstruction [10],28

geometric search [27], and VLSI circuit layout design [28].29

Researchers have also studied relations between rectilinear convex hulls of colored point30

sets [3], and developed generalizations of orthogonal convexity [14, 15, 19] along with related31

computational results [4, 5, 6]. Among these generalizations, it is particularly relevant the one32

by Fink and Wood [14], who defined O-convexity calling convex sets to those whose intersection33

with any line parallel to one in a given set O of lines through the origin is either empty or34

connected. Thus, one can consider the O-convex hull of a point set P , sometimes called O-hull35

for short and denoted OH(P ).36

1.1 Our work37

Bae et al. [8] considered the rectilinear convex hull of a set of point P where convexity is defined38

by lines parallel to a rotation of the coordinate axis by an angle θ, denoted by RHθ(P ) and called39

θ-rectilinear convex hull. In fact, the coordinates will remain to be considered with respect to40

the horizontal and the vertical axes, although convexity will be considered with respect to the41

set O obtaining by rotating these axes by an angle θ ∈ [0, 2π). This is why these rotations will42

be mentioned as “axes” instead of “coordinate axes”.43

In O(n2) time and O(n) space, Bae et al. computed the value of θ ∈ [0, 2π) such that the44

area of RHθ(P ) is minimum (notice that this area is orientation-dependent, more details in45

Section 2). However, the authors did not achieve to efficiently maintain the linear number of46

events where the structure of RHθ(P ) changes as the value of θ is increased from 0 to 2π.47

In the present paper, we improve the results of Bae et al. [8] by providing an optimal48

O(n log n) time and O(n) space algorithm. Our scheme for such an improvement is to maintain49

two structures: The set of vertices of RHθ(P ), which has to be updated at every change arising50

during the rotation θ ∈ [0, 2π) and the set of overlapping intervals, defined as the angular51

intervals contained in [0, 2π) where opposite staircases of the boundary of RHθ(P ) overlap52

with each other (more details in Section 2.2.1). Dealing with the set of vertices was achieved,53

indirectly, by Díaz-Báñez et al. [12] in optimal O(n log n) time and O(n) space, while designing54

an algorithm to fit an orthogonal chain to a point set in the plane. Dealing with the set of55

overlapping intervals in O(n log n) time and O(n) space is one of the main contributions in the56

current paper. In Section 2, we show how to maintain these two structures and design the57

optimal O(n log n) time and O(n) space algorithm for this improvement.58

In Section 3 we focus on O-convex sets, i.e., sets for which the intersection with any line59

parallel to a line in O is either empty or connected. We design algorithms to compute the O-60

convex hull of a set P of n points, denoted by OH(P ); and also we generalize to O-convexity the61

rotation in Bae et al. [8] considering the Oθ-convexity, i.e., the convexity defined by the set O of62

k lines rotated by an angle θ, leading to OHθ(P ). One of the problems will be computing and63

maintaining the boundary of OHθ(P ) during a complete rotation for θ ∈ [0, 2π). Some of the64

algorithms are sensitive to the following two parameters. The first parameter will be the cardinal65

k ≥ 2 of a set O = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓk} of lines through the origin sorted by slope. The O(k log k) time66

complexity for sorting the lines in O can be added to the complexity of the upcoming algorithms;67
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nevertheless, as we will see below, the number k will be smaller than the number n of input68

points of the problems, and thus, O(k log k) will be in O(n log n). However, the complexity of69

some of our algorithms can be sensitive to k, which will appear as a multiplicative factor. For70

the second parameter, let αi be the aperture angles of the 2k sectors defined by two consecutive71

lines in O and let Θi = π − αi. The second parameter will be Θ = min{Θi : i = 1, . . . , 2k},72

which measures how “well distributed” are the the orientations of the k lines of O into the unit73

circle and, in particular, we will distinguish whether Θ ≥ π
2 or Θ < π

2 .74

1.2 Contributions and relevance75

The main contributions of this work are the following:76

• We improve the O(n2) time complexity from Bae et al. [8], computing in optimal O(n log n)77

time and O(n) space the value of θ ∈ [0, 2π) for which RHθ(P ) has minimum (or maxi-78

mum) area, also returning RHθ(P ) (Theorem 5).79

• Given a set O of k lines such that Θ ≥ π
2 , we provide an algorithm to compute OH(P ),80

in optimal O(n log n) time and O(n) space (Theorem 6).81

• Given a set O of k lines such that Θ < π
2 , we provide an algorithm to compute OH(P ) in82

O( nΘ log n) time and O( nΘ) space (Theorem 7).83

• We generalize to O-convexity the rotation in Bae et al. [8] showing that, for a set O of84

k lines, computing and maintaining the boundary of OHθ(P ) during a complete rotation85

for θ ∈ [0, 2π) can be done in O(kn log n) time and O(kn) space (Theorem 8) for Θ ≥ π
286

or in O(k nΘ log n) time and O(k nΘ) space (Theorem 9) for Θ < π
2 .87

• As a consequence, for the two cases Θ ≥ π
2 or Θ < π

2 , computing an interval of θ such88

that the boundary of OHθ(P ) has minimum number of staircases, or minimum number89

of steps, or it is connected, or it has the minimum number of connected components, can90

be done in O(kn log n) time and O(kn) space, or in O(k nΘ log n) time and O(k nΘ) space,91

respectively (Corollaries 1 and 2).92

• Given a set O composed by two non-perpendicular lines through the origin, we show93

that computing and maintaining the boundary of OHθ(P ) during a complete rotation94

for θ ∈ [0, 2π) can be done in O( nΘ log n) time and O( nΘ) space, where Θ is the smallest95

aperture angle of the sectors defined by the two lines (Corollary 3).96

• Given a set O of k lines such that Θ ≥ π
2 , we provide an algorithm to compute OHθ(P )97

with minimum (or maximum) area over all θ ∈ [0, 2π) in O(kn log n) time and O(kn)98

space (Theorem 12).99

For possible applications, it is relevant to note that rotation-dependent and minimum area100

enclosing shapes are commonly used in form-shape analysis [11, 13, 24, 29], as well as in feature101

classification [18, 26].102

2 Rectilinear hull of a point set103

Let P = {p1, . . . , pn} be a set of n points in the plane, in general position. Let CH(P ) denote104

the convex hull of P and let V = {p1, . . . , ph} be the set of vertices of its boundary ∂(CH(P )),105

as we meet them in counterclockwise order (starting at an arbitrary vertex p1). Further, let106
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E = {e1, . . . , eh} be the set of edges of ∂(CH(P )), where ei = pipi+1 and the indices are taken107

modulo h.108

An open quadrant in the plane is the intersection of two open half planes whose supporting109

lines are parallel to the x- and y- axes. Such an open quadrant is said to be P -free if it contains110

no element of P . The rectilinear convex hull of P [22] is the set:111

RH(P ) = R2 \
∪

W∈W
W,

where W denotes the set of all P -free open quadrants. See Figure 1, left, for an example. It112

is interesting to note that, whith this definition, the rectilinear convex hull might be discon-113

nected [22].114

Figure 1: Left: The rectilinear convex hull RH(P ) of a point set P . Right: The rectilinear convex
hull RHθ(P ) of the same point set for θ = π/6.

As in Bae et al. [8], we will also consider the rectilinear convex hull when rotating the axes115

by an angle θ, also called the θ-rectilinear convex hull of P :116

RHθ(P ) = R2 \
∪

Wθ∈Wθ

Wθ,

where Wθ denotes the set of all P -free open θ-quadrants, i.e., the open quadrants obtained when117

the axes are rotated by θ. Figure 1, right, shows an example, where the π/6-rectilinear convex118

hull happens to be disconnected.119

2.1 Computing and maintaining RHθ(P )120

In this subsection we describe an algorithm to compute and maintain RHθ(P ), together with121

all its relevant features, over all the rotations of the axes by an angle θ ∈ [0, 2π). The algorithm122

works in optimal O(n log n) time and O(n) space, thus improving the O(n2) time complexity123

achieved by Bae et al. [8].124

Let us start with the fixed value θ = 0. Given two points pi, pj ∈ P , the dominance relation125

pi dominates pj , denoted by pj ≺ pi, is defined to be fulfilled when xj ≤ xi and yj ≤ yi. This126

relation is a partial order in P , and a point pi ∈ P is called maximal if there does not exist127

pj ∈ P such that i ̸= j and pi ≺ pj . The Set Maxima Problem [23] consists of finding all the128

maximal points of P under this dominance ≺. Note that the condition above is equivalent to pj129

being contained in the open quadrant with apex pi which is a translation of the third quadrant.130

Analogous set maxima problems can be defined considering the remaining three quadrants, and131

the maxima problem for P with respect to any of the four quadrants can be solved optimally132

in O(n log n) time and O(n) space [23], where each set of maximal points has a total ordering133
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and can be organized as a height balanced search tree. These sets of maxima points for P134

with respect to the four quadrants provide the points of P on the boundary ∂(RH(P )) of the135

rectilinear convex hull of P for θ = 0. See again Figure 1, left.136

Let us move to the case where the axes are rotated as in Bae et al. [8]. The set Vθ(P ) of137

points of P lying on the boundary ∂(RHθ(P )) of the rotated RHθ(P ) will be called the set of138

vertices of RHθ(P ). As above, for any fixed θ the computation of RHθ(P ) reduces to solving139

four set maxima problems, since140

Vθ(P ) = Vθ(P ) ∪ Vθ+π
2
(P ) ∪ Vθ+π(P ) ∪ Vθ+ 3π

4
(P ), (1)

for Vθ being the set of maximal points of P with respect to the θ-quadrant defined rotating by θ141

the x- and y- axes [8, 12, 22]. In order to keep track of the changes in the set Vθ(P ) of vertices142

of RHθ(P ) while changing θ in [0, 2π), we can use results from Avis et al. [7] and Díaz-Báñez143

et al. [12] as follows.144

Every point p ∈ Vθ(P ) is the apex of a P -free open θ-quadrant in Wθ. Figure 2(a) shows145

a point p that is in Vθ(P ) (i.e., a vertex of RHθ(P )) for all θ in the interval Ip = [θ′, θ′′). The146

endpoints of Ip mark the in and out events of p, i.e., the values of θ when p starts and stops147

being in Vθ(P ). Because of the general position assumption for P , a point p ∈ P can have at148

most three intervals Ip for which it is a vertex of RHθ(P ), i.e., for which p ∈ Vθ(P ).

xθ′

xθ′′

p

Ip

Ipyθ′′

yθ′

(a)

p

Ip xθ′

xθ′′

xθ

(b)

p

Ip
xθ′

xθ′′
xθ

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Ip = [θ′, θ′′), together with P -free open θ′- and θ′′-quadrants (rotations of the first
quadrant) with apex p. (b) Situation for a θ ∈ Ip and P -free open θ-quadrant with apex p.
(c) Situation for a θ /∈ Ip and non-P -free open θ-quadrant with apex p.

149
The following Theorem 1 is not stated explicitly as a result in [12], but it appears as a main150

step of an algorithm for a fitting problem. The proof is obtained by, first, computing the set of151

intervals Ip as above for which the points p ∈ P are maximal with respect to some θ-quadrant152

(using a result from Avis et al. [7]), then, computing the ordered set of in- and out-events while153

θ increases from 0 to 2π (performing a line sweep with four lines to obtain the maximal points154

of P for each of the four θ-quadrants). The reader is referred to [12] for further details.155

Theorem 1 (Díaz-Bañez et al. [12]). Computing and maintaining the θ-rectilinear convex hull156

RHθ(P ) while θ increases from 0 to 2π can be done in optimal O(n log n) time and O(n) space.157
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2.2 Finding the value of θ for which RHθ(P ) has minimum area158

For a fixed value of θ, we can compute the area of RHθ(P ) using the fact that159

area(RHθ(P )) = area(P(θ))− area(P(θ) \ RHθ(P )), (2)

where P(θ) denotes the filled polygon having the points in Vθ(P ) as vertices and an edge160

connecting two vertices if they are consecutive elements in Vθ(P ), see Figure 3. We will compute161

the area of P(θ)\RHθ(P ) by decomposing it into two types of regions: (i) The triangles defined162

by every pair of consecutive elements in Vθ(P ), and (ii) the rectangular overlaps between two163

triangles that make RHθ(P ) being disconnected, see again Figure 3.164

Figure 3: Computing the area of RHθ(P ). The polygon P(θ) is bounded by the dash-dotted line.
A triangle and a rectangular overlap are filled with blue.

By Theorem 1, the triangles in (i) above can be maintained in optimal O(n log n) time and165

O(n) space. While θ increases from 0 to 2π, the set Vθ(P ) of points on ∂(RHθ(P )) changes at166

the values of θ where a point of P becomes (resp. is no longer) a vertex of RHθ(P ). We call167

these angles in (resp. out) events.168

The rest of this subsection will deal with the rectangles in (ii), showing how to maintain169

the set Sθ(P ) of rectangular overlaps that, analogously to Vθ(P ), changes at overlap (resp.170

release) events where such a rectangular overlap appears (resp. disappears). See Figure 4. It is171

important to notice that there exist point configurations for which overlap and release events172

do not coincide with vertex events [8] and, hence, the computations of Vθ(P ) and Sθ(P ) are173

independent.174

2.2.1 On overlap and release events175

Let us label the points of P in Vθ(P ) (recall Equation 1) as v1, . . . , vm in increasing order176

according to the rotation xθ of the x-axis. Let W i
θ denote the P -free θ-quadrant supported by177

two points vi, vi+1 ∈ Vθ(P ), see Figure 4(a), and proceed analogously for Vθ+π
2
(P ), Vθ+π(P ),178

and Vθ+ 3π
4
(P ). The P -free θ-quadrants obtained, that define the boundary of RHθ(P ), will179

be called extremal. We say that two such θ-quadrants with a difference of π in the subindex,180

e.g., W i
θ and W j

θ+π, are opposite, see again Figure 4(a). When the intersection of two opposite181

extremal θ-quadrants is nonempty, as in Figure 4(b) where W i
θ ∩W

j
θ+π ̸= ∅, we say that they182

overlap, and we denote their intersection by Sθ(i, j). Thus, the set Sθ(P ) of rectangular overlaps183

defined above is composed by these Sθ(i, j).184

Recall, from the beginning of Subsection 2.1, that for a fixed value of θ the set Vθ(P ) of185

vertices can be computed in optimal O(n log n) time and O(n) space. For that fixed θ, the set186
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vi

vi+1

vj

vj+1

x
θ′

W i
θ

W j
θ+π

(a)

vi

vi+1

vj

vj+1

x
θ′

(b)

vi

vi+1

vj

vj+1

x
θ′

x
θ′′

(c)

Figure 4: (a) Overlap event (an overlap begins at angle θ′). (b) Overlap, which disconnects RHθ(P ).
(c) Release event (an overlap ends at angle θ′′).

Sθ(P ) of rectangular overlaps can be computed from Vθ(P ) in O(n) time. In the following, we187

show how to efficiently maintain the set Sθ(P ) while θ increases from 0 to 2π. We now justify188

why overlaps were defined above only for opposite extremal θ-quadrants.189

Lemma 1. If two extremal θ-quadrants have nonempty intersection, then they have to be190

opposite. When this happens, RHθ(P ) gets disconnected.191

Proof. In any pair of non-opposite θ-quadrants, one of them contains a ray parallel to a bounding192

ray of the other one. Since every extremal θ-quadrant is supported by at least two points of P193

(recall that it defines part of the boundary of RHθ(P )), if a pair of non-opposite extremal194

θ-quadrants had nonempty intersection, that would imply one of them not being P -free, a195

contradiction. See again Figure 4(b).196

This property will be useful in the next two subsections, where we will show that the number197

of overlap and release events is linear and, then, we will illustrate an algorithm to compute them198

in an optimal way.199

2.2.2 The chain of arcs200

Let the chain of arcs of P , denoted by A(P ), be the curve composed by the points a in the plane201

which are apexes of a P -free extremal θ-quadrant W a for some θ ∈ [0, 2π). Notice that W a is202

supported by at least two points of P . The sub-chain associated to an edge ei of ∂(CH(P )) will203

be defined as the curve Aei composed by those points a such that W a intersects ei. See Figure 5,204

left. This sub-chain Aei is monotone with respect to ei, since it is composed by arcs of circles,205

which have to be monotone in order for W a to intersect ei, and two consecutive monotone206

arcs whose extremal θ-quadrants intersect ei can only form a monotone curve. Finally, since a207

sub-chain may have vertices not belonging to P , we call link to the part of a sub-chain which208

lies between two points of P . See Figure 5, right.209

Note that, if a pair of opposite extremal θ-quadrants generates an overlapping region, then210

their apexes lie on intersecting links and the rectangular overlap lies in the area bounded by211

the intersection of the two links. See again Figure 5, left. Hence, in order to prove that the212

set Sθ(P ) of overlapping regions can be maintained in linear time and space, we will prove that213

the number of overlap and release events is linear by proving that there is a linear number of214

intersections between links.215
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pi

pi+1

ei pi pi+1

Figure 5: Left: The arc-chain of P , highlighting the sub-chain associated to ei. Right: Highlighted,
a link of that sub-chain.

2.2.3 The number of intersections between links is in O(n)216

Let us outline the flow of ideas in this subsection. We will construct a weighted graph, whose217

vertices are the sub-chain disks, defined as disks that have as diameter an edge of ∂(CH(P )).218

The edges of the weighted graph will join those sub-chain disks whose corresponding sub-chains219

intersect. The number of intersections will be, precisely, the weight of the edge. Then, the total220

number of intersections equals the sum of weights, which we are proving to be linear.221

Each point p ∈ P can be in at most four sub-chain disks, because p can be the apex of at222

most four P -free wedges of size π
2 (actually, of at most three when considering general position).223

Thus, each point p ∈ P can be in the intersection of at most
(4
2

)
= 6 pairs of sub-chain disks,224

therefore contributing to the weight of at most 6 edges of the weighted graph. We will prove225

that the weight of every edge in the graph is linear on the number of points from P contained226

in the corresponding sub-chain disks (Theorem 2). Therefore, the sum of weights in the graph227

will be linear on the total number of points in P , as aimed.228

We first need a series of three lemmas:229

Lemma 2. For any three points a, b, c appearing from left to right on a link, the angle ∠abc lies230

in [π2 , π). In particular, every link with endpoints p, q ∈ P is contained in the disk of diameter231

pq, which will be called its link disk.232

Proof. Since p, q are the endpoints of the link, hence consecutive points of P along the chain,233

it turns out that b ̸∈ P , W b being a P -free extremal θ-quadrant. That ∠abc ≥ π
2 follows from234

a, c not being in the interior of W b (otherwise this would not be P -free, either because some of235

a, c is in P or because one of the points of P supporting the extremal θ-quadrants with apexes236

a, c is in the interior of W b). That ∠abc < π follows from the orthogonal projections of p and237

q over the corresponding edge of ∂(CH(P )) being inside the intersection of that edge with W b.238

See Figure 6.239

In the following lemma we identify the diameter of a link with the diameter of its link disk.240

Lemma 3. Consider the link disks in the two sub-chains associated to a pair of edges of the241

boundary ∂(CH(P )). The link disk D of the smallest diameter can be intersected by at most five242

links from the other sub-chain Ae.243

Proof. Let R be the strip bounded by the lines that orthogonally project D over the edge e244

associated to the sub-chain Ae. Because of the monotonicity, only the part of the sub-chain245

being inside R can intersect D (see Figure 7, left).246
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b

c

W bp

q
a

Figure 6: Illustration of Lemma 2.

e

D

R

e

p

q

r

e

Figure 7: Left: Only the part of the sub-chain being inside R can intersect D. Middle: There are
no peaks at points of P inside R. Right: At most 5 links intersectD.

If no arc in the sub-chain Ae has endpoints inside R, then at most one link can intersect D.247

Otherwise, we will see that the sub-chain Ae has no peaks at points of P inside R: If there248

were a peak p ∈ R, let q, r be its neighbors, being r the one closer to the edge e. The segment249

obtained by intersecting the parallel to e through q with the strip R, determines a disk which250

does not contain the peak p, since the length of pq equals the diameter of a link-disk and, hence,251

has to be greater than the diameter of D, which equals the width of R. See Figure 7, middle.252

Then ∠qpr < π
2 , a contradiction with W p being P -free.253

Since Ae has no peaks at points of P inside R, it can have at most one valley inside R254

and, therefore, at most five links from Ae can intersect D, since this is inside R. See Figure 7,255

right.256

Lemma 4. There are O(n) pairs of intersecting links in the two sub-chains associated to a pair257

of edges of ∂(CH(P )).258

Proof. Let L be the list of all those links, ordered by increasing diameter. From Lemma 3, the259

first link in L is intersected by at most five of the remaining links in L. By removing this link260

from L, we get that the next link in the list is also intersected by at most a constant number of261

links. As there is a linear number of arcs and each arc belongs to a single link, there is also a262

linear number of elements in L. Therefore, by recursively removing the link with the smallest263

diameter from L, the total number of intersecting pairs adds up to O(n).264

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section, Theorem 2, which implies that265
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the weight of every edge in the weighted graph defined above is linear on the number of points266

from P contained in the corresponding sub-chain disks.267

Theorem 2. There are O(n) intersection points between the links in the two sub-chains as-268

sociated to a pair of edges of ∂(CH(P )). Hence, the number of overlap and release events is269

in O(n).270

Proof. Because of the monotonicity, we know that two links within the same sub-chain can271

intersect only at one of their endpoints. By Lemma 4, we just have to prove that links from272

two different sub-chains intersect at most twice.273

Suppose that there exist at least three intersection points a, b, c between two links from274

sub-chains associated to ei and es. Without loss of generality, assume that a, b, c appear from275

left to right on the link associated to ei. Note that, then, they also appear from left to right on276

the link associated to es, since otherwise at least one of the points cannot belong to this link,277

as the three of them would form an angle either smaller than π
2 (Figure 8(a)) or greater than π278

(Figure 8(b)), in contradiction with Lemma 2.279

ei

es

a

b

c

(a)
ei

es

a

b

c

(b)

Figure 8: (a) ∠cab < π
2 , (b) ∠cba > π.

Let el and em be respectively, the edges of ∂(CH(P )) intersected by the rays from b passing280

through a and c. While traversing the edge set of ∂(CH(P )) in counterclockwise direction, es281

lies between either el and ei, or ei and em (see Figure 9(a)). Consider es to be in the first case282

(the argument for the second case is symmetric) and denote with ℓ the line perpendicular to283

ei passing through a. Since W a is a maximal wedge bounded by rays intersecting ei, as in the284

proof of Lemma 2, W a does not contain any other point from the link associated to ei (see285

Figure 9(b)). Note that c and ps+1 are in opposite sides of ℓ and are not contained in W a and,286

thus, ∠ps+1ac ≥ π
2 and ∠acps+1 <

π
2 . Since a, c, ps+1 appear from left to right on the link287

associated to es, we get from Lemma 2 that c cannot belong to As.288

2.2.4 Computing the sequence of overlap and release events289

Next, we outline the algorithm to compute the sequence of overlap and release events.290

291

Event-sequence algorithm292

1. Compute the chain of arcs of P .293

Each arc should be described by the points supporting the corresponding extremal θ-294

quadrant and the angular interval defined by these points, called the tracing interval. The295

elements in A(P ) should be grouped by links.296
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`
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c
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es

ei
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Figure 9: (a) Valid relative positions of the edge es, (b) c is not contained in As(P ) as ∠acps+1 <
π
2 .

(a) At each insertion event, at most two arcs are generated, and at most one arc is297

interrupted. Pointers should be set up from the interrupted arc to the ones just298

generated. If an extreme of a new arc is a point in P , a new link should be initialized299

with the respective arc.300

(b) At each deletion event, at most one arc is generated, and at most two arcs are301

interrupted. One of the interrupted arcs will be always ending at a point in P , so a302

link is completed. As before, pointers from the interrupted to the newly created arcs303

should be set up.304

2. Color arcs.305

Traverse A(P ) in such way that the vertices of ∂(CH(P )) are visited in counterclockwise306

order, while assigning the following colors to each arc: red if its subchain corresponds307

to an edge in the upper chain ∂(CH(P )), and blue otherwise (see Figure 10). Note that308

regardless of the value of θ, a pair of extremal θ-quadrants intersecting an edge in the upper309

chain (resp. lower chain) of ∂(CH(P )) are not opposite to each other. Then, if there is310

an intersection between monochromatic links, such an intersection does not correspond to311

overlapping extremal θ-quadrants.312

Figure 10: The colored chain of arcs of P .

3. Identify bichromatic intersecting links.313

Note that the largest possible arc is a semicircle and, therefore, any arc can be partitioned314

into at most three segments to get a set of curves monotone with respect to an arbitrary315

direction. The arcs in A(P ) can thus be transformed into a set A′(P ) of curves monotone316

with respect to the same direction. The Bentley and Ottmann plane sweep algorithm [9]317
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can then be applied on A′(P ) to compute the intersection points between arcs. We318

discriminate from these points those belonging to bichromatic pairs of arcs. Pointers to319

the links containing the arcs involved in each intersection should be set up, so we can320

obtain the set of all bichromatic pairs of intersecting links in A(P ).321

4. Compute the sequence of overlap and release events.322

Consider two extremal θ-quadrants, denoted as Qθ (p, q) and Qθ (r, s), and a pair of arcs323 ıab ∈ C(p, q) and ıcd ∈ C(r, s) (where C(p, q) is the semicircle with diameter the segment324

pq, and C(r, s) similarly) with their corresponding tracing intervals (αa, αb) and (αc, αd).325

See Figure 11. We say that ıab and ıcd admit overlapping θ-quadrants, if Qφ (p, q) and326

Qψ (r, s) overlap for some φ ∈ (αa, αb) and ψ ∈ (αc, αd).327

p

q

s

r
a

b

c

d

(a)

p

q

s

r
a

b

c

d

(b)

Figure 11: (a) The arcs Ùab and Ùcd (highlighted) admit overlapping θ-quadrants. (b) Release event
of the corresponding overlapping region.

Assume that ıab and ıcd admit overlapping of opposite θ-quadrants (recall Lemma 1) and,328

without loss of generality, suppose that p precedes q in Vθ(P ) for all θ ∈ (αa, αb), and that329

r precedes s for all θ ∈ (αc, αd). It is not hard to see that, since the extremal θ-quadrants330

Qθ (p, q) and Qθ (r, s) are opposite to each other, (αa, αb) ∩ (αc + π, αd + π) is not empty331

and, during this interval, the ray of Qθ (p, q) passing through p (resp. q) is parallel to the332

ray of Qθ (r, s) passing through r (resp. s). Note that q and s lie on different sides of the333

line ℓp,r passing through p and r, as otherwise Qθ (p, q) ∩ Qθ (r, s) could not be P -free.334

For the same reason, the points p, r lie on opposite sides of ℓq,s and, therefore, the line335

segments pr and qs intersect with each other. It is easy to see that this intersection is336

contained in the overlapping region generated by Qθ (p, q) and Qθ (r, s) and, thus, we have337

that pr ∩ qs ⊂ D(p, q) ∩D(r, s). Note that the angular interval of maximum size where338

Qθ (p, q) and Qθ (r, s) may overlap, called the maximum overlapping interval, is bounded339

by the orientations where xθ is parallel to pr and where yθ is parallel to qs.340

Observation 1. The arcsıab andıcd admit overlapping θ-quadrants if, and only if, Qθ (p, q)
and Qθ (r, s) define a maximum overlapping interval (θ1, θ2), and

(θ1, θ2) ∩ (αa, αb) ∩ (αc + π, αd + π) ̸= ∅.

Let
⟨
ā1a2, ā2a3, . . . ,˚�akak+1

⟩
be the set of arcs for all θ ∈ [0, 2π), where k = O(n), labeled341

while traversing A(P ) in such way that the vertices of ∂(CH(P )) are visited in counter-342

clockwise circular order. We denote with a
ℓu,v the subsequence ⟨(au, au+1), . . . , (av, av+1)⟩343

of consecutive arcs in A(P ) forming a link. Note that the extremal intervals of the arcs344

in a
ℓu,v define the sequence

⟨
αau , . . . , αav+1

⟩
of increasing angles. See Figure 12.345
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12: The extremal intervals in the same link define a sequence of increasing angles.

Based on the Observation 1 above, we can compute the overlapping regions generated346

by the arcs belonging to a pair a
ℓu,v and a

ℓs,t of intersecting links, as an extension of the347

well-known linear-time merge procedure that operates on the lists
⟨
αau , . . . , αav+1

⟩
and348 ⟨

αas + π, . . . , αat+1 + π
⟩
, and their corresponding arc sequences: the intersection between349

a pair of non-consecutive maximal intervals in the merged list is empty. These pairs can350

be ignored, as they do not comply with Observation 1 and, therefore, at most a linear351

number of pairs of arcs in a
ℓu,v and a

ℓs,t admit overlapping θ-quadrants.352

Let ℓu,v and ℓs,t be two intersecting links containing respectively, nu,v = u − v + 1 and353

ns,t = t− s+ 1 arcs. At most O(nu,v + ns,t) pairs of arcs admit overlapping θ-quadrants.354

The overlapping regions generated by the admitted extremal θ-quadrants can be computed355

using O(nu,v + ns,t) time and space.356

By Theorem 2, we know that Step 1 takes O(n log n) time and O(n) space, as a constant357

number of additional operations are performed at each event while traversing the vertex event358

sequence. Step 2 takes O(n) time and space, as the number of arcs in A(P ) is linear in the359

number of elements in P . To compute A(P ) we require a linear run on A(P ) and, by Theorem 2,360

the Bentley and Ottmann [9] plane sweep processes A(P ) in O(n log n) time and O(n) space.361

Additional linear time is needed to discriminate, from the resulting intersection points, those362

belonging to bichromatic intersecting links, thus Step 3 requires a total of O(n log n) time and363

O(n) space. Finally, from Lemma 4 and Theorem 2, and the facts that there is a linear number364

of arcs and each arc belongs to a single link, Step 4 requires O(n log n) time and O(n) space.365

Therefore, we have the following result:366

Theorem 3. The sequence of overlap and release events of RHθ(P ), while θ increases from 0367

to 2π, can be computed in O(n log n) time and O(n) space.368

2.2.5 Sweeping the sequence of overlap and release events369

We now store Sθ(P ) in a hash table, using as keys tuples with the points supporting the370

overlapping θ-quadrants, in the same order as they are found while traversing Vθ(P ). For an371

example, the overlapping region in Figure 11(b) would be stored in Sθ(P ) using as key the372

tuple (p, q, r, s).373
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Figure 13: Left: Representation of overlap and release events and 0-quadrants. Right: Simultaneous
rotation of the four θ-quadrants, stopping when one of their defining rays passes over an overlap
event.

We further store the sequence of overlap and release events as points on an unit circle [0, 2π),374

over which we represent the θ-quadrants. See Figure 13, left. Then, we counterclockwise rotate375

the four θ-quadrants simultaneously around the center, stopping when one of their defining rays376

passes over an overlap event, in order to update Sθ(P ) accordingly. See Figure 13, right. It is377

easy to see that, at any fixed value of θ there are O(n) overlapping regions in RHθ(P ), which378

can be computed in linear time from Vθ(P ). Since, by Theorem 2, there are O(n) overlap and379

release events, we obtain the following result.380

Theorem 4. Using the sequence of overlap and release events, the set Sθ(P ) can be maintained381

while θ increases from 0 to 2π in O(n) time and O(n) space.382

2.3 Minimum area383

In this section we adapt the results from Bae et al. [8] to compute the value of θ that minimizes384

the area of RHθ(P ) in optimal O(n log n) time and O(n) space.385

Let (α, β) be an angular interval in [0, 2π) containing no events. Extending Equation (2),386

we express the area of RHθ(P ) for any θ ∈ (α, β) as387

area(RHθ(P )) = area(P(θ)) −
∑
j

area(△j(θ)) +
∑
k

area(�k(θ)). (3)

Remember that P(θ) denotes the polygon having the points in Vθ(P ) as vertices, with an edge388

connecting two vertices if they are consecutive elements in Vθ(P ). The term △j(θ) denotes the389

triangular region bounded by the line through two consecutive vertices vj , vj+1 ∈ Vθ(P ), the390

line through vj parallel to the rotation of the x-axis, and the line through vj+1 parallel to the391

rotation of the y-axis. Finally, the term �k(θ) denotes the k-th overlapping region in Sθ(P ).392

Recall Figure 3.393

We now show that at any particular value of θ we can evaluate Equation (3) in linear time394

and, as θ increases from 0 to 2π, a constant number of terms need to be updated at each event,395

regardless of its type.396

2.3.1 The polygon397

At any fixed value of θ, the area of P(θ) can be computed from Vθ(P ) in O(n) time. The term398

area(P(θ)) changes only at vertex events. These changes can be handled in constant time: at an399

in (resp. out)-event, the area of a triangle needs to be subtracted (resp. added) to the previous400

value of area(P(θ)). See Figure 14.401
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p

(a)

p

(b)

Figure 14: (a) The point p is about to become a vertex. (b) After the insertion event of p, the area
of the white triangle needs to be subtracted from area(P(θ)).

2.3.2 The triangular regions402

According to Bae et al. [8], the area of △j(θ) can be expressed as403

area(△j(θ)) = b2j · cos(cj + (θ − α)) · sin(cj + (θ − α)), (4)

where b2j and cj are constant values depending on the coordinates of the vertices supporting the
θ-quadrant which bounds △j(θ). Contracting Equation (4) we have that

area(△j(θ)) =
1

2
b2j · sin 2(cj + (θ − α))

=
1

2
b2j · [ sin(2cj) · cos 2(θ − α) + cos(2cj) · sin 2(θ − α) ]

= Bj · cos 2(θ − α) + Cj · sin 2(θ − α), (5)

where Bj = 1
2b

2
j · sin(2cj) and Cj = 1

2b
2
j · cos(2cj). Equation 5 can be computed in constant404

time, and there are O(n) triangles, since the number of vertices in Vθ(P ) is linear. Thus, at any405

fixed value of θ the term ∑
j area(△j(θ)) can be computed in O(n) time. At an insertion event406

the term for one triangle is removed from ∑
j area(△j(θ)) and, as a vertex supports at most407

two extremal θ-quadrants, the terms of at most two triangles are added. The converse occurs408

for deletion events. The term ∑
j area(△j(θ)) is not affected by overlap or release events. See409

Figure 15.410

vj

vj+1

(a)

vj

vj+2

vj+1

(b)

Figure 15: Updating the term ∑
j area(△j(θ)). At an insertion event, (a) at most one triangle have

to be removed, and (b) at most two triangles have to be added.
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2.3.3 The overlapping regions411

According to Bae et al. [8] the area of the k-th overlapping region can be expressed as

area(�k(θ)) = |(xi − xj) cos(θ − α) + (yi − yj) sin(θ − α)| (6)
× |(yi+1 − yj+1) cos(θ − α) + (yi+1 − yj+i) sin(θ − α)|,

where (xi, yi) are the coordinates of the vertex pi, and similarly for pi, pi+1, pj , and pj+1. These412

four points are the vertices that support the overlapping θ-quadrants that generate �k(θ).413

Contracting Equation 6 the area of the k-th overlapping region can be expressed as414

area(�k(θ)) = Bk + Ck cos 2(θ − α) +Dk sin 2(θ − α), (7)

where Bk, Ck, and Dk are constants depending on the coordinates of the vertices supporting415

the overlapping θ-quadrants that generate �k(θ). Equation (7) can be computed in constant416

time and there are O(n) overlapping regions in Sθ(P ), so at any fixed value of θ the term417 ∑
k area(�k(θ)) can be computed in O(n) time. Overlap or release events require the term of a418

single overlapping region to be added to or deleted from ∑
k area(�k(θ)). As a vertex supports419

at most two extremal θ-quadrants, at an overlap event the terms of a constant number of420

overlapping regions are added or deleted.421

Before describing the minimum area algorithm, we need the next three important properties of422

area(RHθ(P )). First of all, from Lemma 4 in Bae et al. [8], there are configurations of points423

such that the optimal area does not occur at in- or out vertex events, i.e., the value of θ for which424

area(RHθ(P )) is minimum in (α, β) will be a value such that α < θ < β. Second, Equation (3)425

has O(n) terms for any θ ∈ (α, β) and thus, it can be reduced to426

area(RHθ(P )) = C +D cos 2(θ − α) + E sin 2(θ − α) (8)

in O(n) time. The terms C, D and E denote constants resulting from adding up the constant427

values in area(P(θ)) and in Equations (5) and (7). Finally, as Equation (8) has a constant428

number of inflection points in [0, 2π), a constant number of operations suffice to obtain the429

value of θ that minimizes area(OHθ(P )) in (α, β). Notice that at this point we can also ask for430

the value of θ that maximizes area(OHθ(P )) in (α, β), and that, in fact, the maximum can be431

also take place in any of the extremes α or β.432

2.3.4 The search algorithm433

We now outline the algorithm to compute the angle θ for which RHθ(P ) has minimum area.434

1. Compute the sequence of events.435

Compute the sequence of vertex in- and out-events, as described in Subsection 2.1, and436

the sequence of overlap and release events, as described in Subsection 2.2.4. Merge both437

sequences into a single circular sequence of angles < θ1, θ2, . . . , θm−1, θm, θ1 >, m ∈ O(n),438

which we can represent in a circular table as in Figure 13. Clearly, while θ increases in439

[0, 2π) the relevant features of RHθ(P ) remain unchanged during each interval (θi, θi+1),440

and each angle θi is an in-, out-, overlap-, or release-event.441

2. Initialize the angular sweep.442

Represent the four θ-quadrants over the circular table, as we did in Figure 13. Without loss443

of generality, assume that the first (counterclockwise) defining ray of the first θ-quadrant444
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intersects the angular interval (θ1, θ2). Compute the sets Vθ1 and Sθ1 for the current θ1445

as before, and express area(RHθ(P )) for θ ∈ [θ1, θ2) using Equation (8). Compute the446

constant values in this equation considering the restriction θ ∈ [θ1, θ2). Optimize the447

resulting equation to compute the angle θmin (resp. θmax) of minimum (resp. maximum)448

area.449

3. Perform the angular sweep.450

Rotate simultaneously the four four θ-quadrants, as we did in Subsection 2.2.5. During451

the sweeping process, update Vθ(P ) and Sθ(P ) as explained before. Additionally, at each452

event:453

(a) Update Equation (8) by adding or subtracting terms as previously explained.454

(b) Optimize the updated version of Equation (8) to obtain the local angle of minimum455

(resp. maximum) area, and replace θmin (resp. θmax) if area(RHθ(P )) is improved.456

From Theorems 1 and 3, computing the sequences of vertex and overlap and release events457

takes O(n log n) time and O(n) space. As both sequences have O(n) events, we require linear458

time to merge them into the sequence of events and thus, Step 1 consumes a total of O(n log n)459

time and O(n) space. At Step 2, Vθ(P ) can be computed in O(n log n) time and O(n) space460

(see [17]), and Sθ(P ) can be easily computed from Vθ(P ) in linear time. An additional linear461

time is required to obtain Equation (8), while θmin (resp. θmax) can be computed in constant462

time. This gives a total of O(n log n) time and O(n) space. Finally, by Theorems 1 and 4,463

respectively, maintaining Vθ(P ) and Sθ(P ) requires O(n log n) time and linear space for each.464

Step 3(a) and Step 3(b) are repeated O(n) times (one per event in the sequence) and, as we465

described before, each repetition takes constant time. Therefore, to perform Step 3 we consume466

a total of O(n log n) time and O(n) space. Notice that, after the sweeping process is finished, in467

additional O(n log n) time and O(n) space we can compute both RHθ(P ) and area(RHθ(P ))468

for the angle θmin (resp. θmax) giving the minimum (resp. maximum) area.469

The optimality of the algorithm is clear since given RHθ(P ) we can compute in linear time470

CH(RHθ(P )) = CH(P ), and it is known that computing the convex hull of a set of n points471

in the plane has an Ω(n log n) time lower bound [23]. From this analysis, we obtain our main472

result.473

Theorem 5. Computing RHθ(P ) for the value of θ ∈ [0, 2π) such that RHθ(P ) has minimum474

(or maximum) area can be done in optimal O(n log n) time and O(n) space.475

3 O-hull of a point set476

As mentioned in Section 1, orthogonal convexity can be generalized to consider a finite set O477

of k different lines passing through the origin. A set is thus said to be O-convex if its intersection478

with any line parallel to an element of O is either connected or empty. Following the lines in479

Section 2, here we study the O-convex hull of a set P of n points.480

3.1 Definitions481

Let us label the lines in O as ℓ1, . . . , ℓk, so that i < j implies that the slope of ℓi is smaller than482

the slope of ℓj . We consider the set of lines in O being sorted by slope; otherwise we would483

spend O(k log k) time for that sorting and add this complexity to the total complexity of the484

upcoming algorithms. Nevertheless, the number k of lines will be smaller than the number n485

of input points of the problem because if k > n then, at most n lines can participate as it486
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will becomes clear in Subsection 3.2.1, and thus O(k log k) will be in O(n log n). However, the487

complexity of some of our algorithms can be sensitive to k, which will appear as a multiplicative488

factor.489

The origin splits each ℓi into two rays ri and ri+k, generating a set of 2k rays. Hereinafter,490

indices are such that 2k + i := i. Given two indexes i and j, we define the wedge Wi,j to be491

the open region spanned as we rotate ri in the counterclockwise direction until it reaches rj . A492

translation of a Wi,j wedge will be called a W j
i wedge, and one of these will be said to be P -free493

if it does not contain any point of P . Of particular interest to us is the set of W i+k
i+1 wedges,494

i = 1, . . . , 2k, which we will call O-wedges for short. See Figure 16.495
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Figure 16: Top: A set O with k = 3. Bottom: From left to right, the corresponding Wi+1,i+k

wedges for i = 1, . . . , 2k.

We denote by W i the union of all the P -free W i+k
i+1 wedges. Thus, by analogy with the496

orthogonal case in Section 2, the O-hull of P is (see Figure 17 for an example):497

OH(P ) = R2 \
2k∪
i=1

W i.

Figure 17: The set O in Figure 16 and the O-hull OH(P ) for a point set P .

As in Section 2, we consider rotations of the axes by an angle θ. Let Oθ be the set of lines498

obtained after rotating the elements of O by an angle θ. Clearly, the Oθ-hull of P , denoted as499

OHθ(P ), changes while θ goes from 0 to 2π, since rotating O by an angle θ makes the wedges500

Wi,j rotate as well and, hence, the sets W i change accordingly. We will denote the resulting set501

as W i
θ, so that OHθ(P ) is now defined as (see Figure 18 for an example):502

OHθ(P ) = R2 \
2k∪
i=1

W i
θ.
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Figure 18: Changes on the Oθ-hull OHθ(P ) while changing θ.

3.2 Computing OH(P )503

In this subsection we provide an optimal O(n log n) time and O(n) space algorithm to compute504

the O-hull OH(P ) of a set P of n points.505

3.2.1 Computing the vertices506

For each ri, compute first the directed line parallel to ri which supports (the pre-computed)507

CH(P ) leaving P on its right side. Suppose, without loss of generality, that each of these lines508

intersects CH(P ) at a single point, labelled psi , i = 1, . . . , 2k. Notice that it is not necessarily509

true that psi is different from psi+1 . Thus, ps1 , ps2 , . . . , ps2k are vertices of the boundary of the510

O-hull, ∂(OH(P )), see Figure 19, labelled as we meet them in counterclockwise order. Note511

also that these psi might not give all the vertices of ∂(OH(P )), see again Figure 19.512

Because of the definition OH(P ) = R2\∪2k
i=1W i, we need to compute ∂(W i) and this requires513

knowing when a wedge in W i can intersect the interior of CH(P ). It is easy to see that there514

are wedges in W i that intersect the interior of CH(P ) if, and only if, psi ̸= psi+1 , and that any515

wedge in W i intersecting the interior of CH(P ) necessarily does so by intersecting an edge of516

∂(CH(P )) whose endpoints pj , pj+1 fulfill si ≤ j, j + 1 < si+1. See Figure 19. Abusing the517

notation, let us denote by [si, si+1] the closed interval of those indices of vertices on ∂(CH(P ))518

between si and si+1, called the stabbing interval of W i. See the caption of Figure 19.519

Observation 2. If s belongs to the stabbing interval [si, si+1] of a wedge in W i, then the520

orientation of the edge es of ∂(CH(P )) belongs to the sector formed by the rays ri and ri+1521

in O. See Figure 19 once more. Also note that, if O contains the supporting lines of the h522

edges in ∂(CH(P )), then the stabbing interval of each of all the W i is a point and therefore523

OH(P ) = CH(P ).524

It is easy to see that we can calculate the elements ps1 , . . . , ps2k on ∂(CH(P )) in O(n log n)525

time, in fact, in O(k log n) time. This gives us the endpoints of the stabbing interval [si, si+1].526

Only those intervals not being a single index will be needed, the others can be discarded. Next,527

we calculate the alternating polygonal chain on ∂(OH(P )) connecting psi to psi+1 , which we528

refer to as staircase.529
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ps1 = ps2

ps3 = ps4
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Figure 19: Left: Recalling Figure 16. Right: The O-hull OH(P ) in Figure 17, showing which edges
of ∂(CH(P )), if any, are intersected by wedges in each Wi. Note that wedges in W1 and W3, for
which examples are lined instead of solid, do not intersect the interior of CH(P ). For p1 being the
uppermost point and labelling counterclockwise the vertices of ∂(CH(P )), the stabbing intervals
are [1, 4], [4, 6], [6, 7], and [7, 1].

3.2.2 Computing the staircases530

The staircase connecting psi to psi+1 is determined by wedges in W i and is contained in the531

boundary ∂(W i). Counterclockwise around OH(P ), right turns arise at apexes of wedges in W i532

which we call extremal, and left turns arise at points of P which we call the supporting points533

of those extremal wedges. See Figure 20.534

p

r

s

Figure 20: Another OHθ(P ) for the O in Figure 16. Left: An extremal wedge in W6 with apex p
and supporting points r and s. Right: Opposite extremal O-wedges, one in W6 and the other
in W3. In dark, the overlapping region, which is now a rhomboid instead of a rectangle.

Before presenting how to compute the staircase, let us note that OH(P ) can also be dis-535

connected. Similarly to Subsection 2.2.1, we say that a pair of extremal wedges are opposite to536

each other if one of them is in W i and the other in W i+k (i.e., one is defined by parallels to the537

rays ri+1 and ri+k and the other by parallels to the rays ri+k+1 and ri). As seen in Figure 20, a538

non-empty intersection between two opposite O-wedges results in OH(P ) being disconnected.539

In such case, we say that the intersecting wedges overlap, and refer to their intersection as their540

overlapping region. The following lemma is a straightforward generalization of Lemma 1.541

Lemma 5. If two extremal O-wedges have nonempty intersection, then they have to be opposite.542

When this happens, OHθ(P ) gets disconnected.543
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We now proceed with the computation of the staircases, starting by the computation of544

their supporting points. In order to do so, we make use of an algorithm by Avis et al. [7]. Let545

us call αi the angle defined by two consecutive rays ri and ri+1, so that the wedges in W i have546

aperture angle Θi = π − αi. We consider Θ = min{Θi : i = 1, . . . , 2k} and we will distinguish547

two cases: either Θ ≥ π
2 or Θ < π

2 according to the “well distributed” criteria of the lines in O.548

For the first case where Θ ≥ π
2 , i.e., all the sectors defined by the k lines have aperture angle549

at most π
2 , the algorithm by Avis et al. [7] finds, in O(n log n) time and O(n) space, the maximal550

Θ-escaping wedges, defined as those (i) having as apex a point p ∈ P , (ii) having aperture angle551

at least Θ, and (iii) being P -free, i.e., not containing any point of P in its interior. (In other552

words, maximal Θ-escaping wedges are the maximal wedges allowing an angle Θ to escape from p553

without hitting other points of P .) The points being apexes of a maximal Θ-escaping wedge554

are called Θ-maxima. Indeed, for each such wedge the algorithm by Avis et al. [7] provides its555

two defining rays. Thus, the algorithm gives at most three maximal Θ-escaping intervals for556

every p ∈ P , hence a linear number in total.557

p
. . .

Figure 21: Left: Escaping intervals for a point p and Θ = π
2 as in Figure 16. Right: Circular table

where the solid circles correspond to the points p1, . . . , pn from the inside to the outside. On them,
the Θ-escaping intervals, where the ones for the p depicted in the left are highlighted. In gray, the
stabbing interval corresponding to the wedge W2,4 from Figure 16 (the other stabbing intervals are
omitted for the sake of clarity). Finally, the innermost circle reflects, as small marks, the vertex
events in [0, 2π) corresponding to the endpoints of the escaping intervals.

We will store these intervals in a circular table, together with the stabbing wedges Wi+1,i+k.558

See Figure 21. Doing so, when a stabbing wedge Wi+1,i+k fits into the escaping interval of a559

point p, we know that p is not only a Θ-maxima, but actually a Θi-maxima, which is indeed560

equivalent to be a supporting point in ∂(W i). (In Figure 21, right, the gray stabbing interval561

from the wedge W2,4 does not fit into the black escaping interval, because in the left picture the562

wedge W 4
2 with apex p cannot escape from p.)563

Thus, in O(n log n) time and O(n) space we can sort the endpoints of the two types of564

intervals and sweep circularly the table, stopping at the defining rays of the wedges Wi+1,i+k to565

check if the corresponding p supports the staircase contained on ∂(W i). This gives the set V(P )566

of vertices of OH(P ). It just remains to obtain the boundary of OH(P ), for which standard567

techniques [23] can be used in order to compute the staircases ∂(W i) from their supporting568

points and to join them in O(n log n) time and O(n) space. Hence, we have computed OH(P )569

in O(n log n) time and O(n) space. This time complexity is optimal, since given OH(P ) we can570

compute in linear time CH(OH(P )) = CH(P ), and it is known that computing the convex hull571
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of a set of n points in the plane has an Ω(n log n) time lower bound [23]. Therefore, we get the572

following result.573

Theorem 6. Given a set O of k lines such that Θ ≥ π
2 , OH(P ) can be computed in optimal574

O(n log n) time and O(n) space.575

For the second case where Θ < π
2 , the algorithm from Avis et al. [7] also works for Θ < π

2 , but576

now in O( nΘ log n) time and O( nΘ) space. The algorithm gives at most 2π
Θ maximal Θ-escaping577

intervals for every p ∈ P . Thus, we can construct a circular table as above, storing at most 2π
Θ578

circular intervals for each p, hence using O( nΘ) space in total. Therefore, the previous result is579

extended as follows:580

Theorem 7. Given a set O of k lines such that Θ < π
2 , OH(P ) can be computed in O( nΘ log n)581

time and O( nΘ) space.582

Note that the value 1
Θ can be considered a constant for not too small values of Θ.583

3.3 Computing and maintaining OHθ(P )584

Recall that, as we rotate O by an angle θ to obtain Oθ, the wedges Wi,j also rotate. Thus, the585

sets W i change accordingly, giving rise to the sets W i
θ. The rotated hull Oθ-hull of P is then586

(recall Figure 18):587

OHθ(P ) = R2 \
2k∪
i=1

W i
θ.

Let ∂(W i
θ) denote the boundary of W i

θ. As in Subsection 3.2.2, ∂(W i
θ) is an alternating588

polygonal chain, or staircase, with interior angle Θi = π−αi where, in counterclockwise direction589

around OHθ(P ), right turns arise at apexes of Oθ-wedges in W i
θ, called extremal, and left turns590

arise at points of P which are the supporting points of those extremal wedges. Recall Figure 20.591

The following lemma follows directly from Lemma 5.592

Lemma 6. If two extremal Oθ-wedges have nonempty intersection, then they have to be opposite.593

When this happens, OHθ(P ) gets disconnected.594

As in Subsection 3.2.2, let Θ = min{Θi : i = 1, . . . , 2k} for Θi = π − αi, and again we will595

consider the two cases above.596

The first case is where Θ ≥ π
2 . We next show how to maintain OHθ(P ) for θ ∈ [0, 2π). As in597

Subsection 2.2, we will denote by Sθ(P ) the set of overlapping regions in OHθ(P ), and by Vθ(P )598

the set of vertices of OHθ(P ) in counterclockwise order while traversing ∂(W i
θ), i = 1, . . . , 2k.599

Applying a rotation of angle θ to the set O changes the OHθ(P ). In particular, the sup-600

porting vertices of the staircases ∂(W i
θ) might change. We now aim to update those staircases,601

in O(log n) time per insertion or deletion of a point. In order to do so, we need to maintain602

the (at most) 2k staircases into (at most) 2k different balanced trees, one for each staircase.603

Notice that some of the staircases may appear and/or disappear during the rotation. The total604

insertion or deletion operations can be done in O(kn log(kn)) = O(kn log n) time.605

Using the circular table in Figure 21, we can rotate the (gray) stabbing wedges Wi+1,i+k,606

stopping at events arising when a defining ray of a stabbing wedge hits a vertex event in607

the innermost circle, i.e., entering or leaving an escaping interval (black). This provides the608

information about whether the stabbing wedges fit or not into the escaping intervals and this,609

as in Subsection 3.2.2, allows to handle the insertion or deletion of points in the set Vθ(P ) of610

vertices of OHθ(P ) (i.e., the points on the staircases). Since the number of escaping intervals611

for a point is at most three and during the rotation these can arise in any of the 2k wedges612

corresponding to rotated Wi+1,i+k, there are O(kn) events. Thus, we get the following result.613
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Theorem 8. Given a set O of k lines such that Θ ≥ π
2 , computing and maintaining the614

boundary of OHθ(P ) during a complete rotation for θ ∈ [0, 2π) can be done in O(kn log n) time615

and O(kn) space.616

Furthermore, it is easy to see that while running our algorithm, we can keep track of the617

parameters in the following result.618

Corollary 1. Given a set O of k lines such that Θ ≥ π
2 , computing an orientation θ such that619

the boundary of OHθ(P ) has minimum number of steps, or minimum number of staircases,620

or it is connected, or it has the minimum number of connected components, can be done in621

O(kn log n) time and O(kn) space.622

Now, as in Section 3.2, we can also handle the second case where Θ < π
2 .623

Theorem 9. Given a set O of k lines such that Θ < π
2 , computing and maintaining the624

boundary of OHθ(P ) during a complete rotation for θ ∈ [0, 2π) can be done in O(k nΘ log n) time625

and O(k nΘ) space.626

Corollary 2. Given a set O of k lines such that Θ < π
2 , computing an orientation θ such that627

the boundary of OHθ(P ) has minimum number of steps, or minimum number of staircases,628

or it is connected, or it has the minimum number of connected components, can be done in629

O(k nΘ log n) time and O(k nΘ) space.630

Another interesting consequence of Theorem 9 is that we can also generalize Theorem 1 to631

the case where k = 2 and the two lines are not perpendicular.632

Corollary 3. For a set O given by two non-perpendicular lines, computing and maintaining633

the boundary of OHθ(P ) during a complete rotation for θ ∈ [0, 2π) can be done in O( nΘ log n)634

time and O( nΘ) space, where Θ is the smallest aperture angle of the sectors defined by the two635

lines.636

3.4 Finding the value of θ for which OHθ(P ) has minimum area637

The results in Subsections 2.2 and 2.3 can be adapted to the case of a set O of k lines through638

the origin such that all the sectors they define have aperture angle at most π
2 , i.e., with Θ ≥ π

2 .639

Again, for a fixed value of θ, we can compute the area of OHθ(P ) using the fact that640

area(OHθ(P )) = area(P(θ))− area(P(θ) \ OHθ(P )), (9)

where P(θ) denotes the polygon having the points in Vθ(P ) as vertices and an edge connecting641

two vertices if they are consecutive elements in Vθ(P ). Again, we will compute the area of642

P(θ) \ OHθ(P ) by decomposing it into two types of regions: (i) The triangles defined by every643

pair of consecutive elements in Vθ(P ), and (ii) those rhomboid overlaps between two triangles644

which make OHθ(P ) be disconnected. Recall Figures 3 and 20.645

By Theorem 8, the triangles in (i) above can be maintained in O(kn log n) time and O(kn)646

space. While θ increases from 0 to 2π, the set Vθ(P ) of points on ∂(OHθ(P )) changes at the647

values of θ where a point of P becomes (resp. is no longer) a vertex of OHθ(P ). These angles648

are again called insertion (resp. deletion) events.649

Next, we will deal with the rhomboids in (ii), showing how to maintain the set Sθ(P ) of650

rhomboid overlaps which, analogously to Vθ(P ), changes at overlap (resp. release) events. We651

will use the same techniques as in Subsection 2.2, but repeating the process at most k times, i.e.,652

computing separately all the possible overlapping rhomboids for each pair of opposite staircases653

in OHθ(P ) while θ increases in [0, 2π).654
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3.4.1 The sequence of overlap and release events655

Let us denote an overlap as Sθ(i, j), and let Sθ(P ) be the set of all overlaps Sθ(i, j) of OHθ(P ),656

for angle θ. By Theorem 8, for a fixed value of θ, OHθ(P ) can be computed in O(kn log n) time657

and O(kn) space, and then Sθ(P ) can be computed from Vθ(P ) in O(n) time.658

To maintain the set Sθ(P ) while θ increases from 0 to 2π, we will compute a sequence of659

events for each pair of opposite staircases, computing their overlap and release events. The660

events of each pair are computed independently, and then the k sequences are merged in O(kn)661

time to form the definitive sequence of all overlap and release events.662

By Lemma 6, only opposite staircases ∂(W i
θ) and ∂(W i+k

θ ) can intersect, i.e., for any θ,663

only one pair {i, i+ k} of opposite staircases can intersect, making OHθ(P ) disconnected. The664

corresponding intersection can be composed of several overlapping regions, which we will show665

next how to maintain as θ increases.666

We will adapt the definitions and observations in Subsection 2.2.2, highlighting the differ-667

ences. First, the chain of arcs is defined in the same way, with the only difference that the locus668

of the points being apexes of P -free extremal θ-wedges might be “flatter arcs”, with curvature669

smaller than or equal to that of circle arcs, since the aperture angles of the wedges are now at670

least π
2 instead of exactly π

2 . Naturally, the possibility of the arcs being flatter does not affect671

to the monotonicity of a sub-chain Aei with respect to an edge ei of ∂(CH(P )). The property672

of overlapping regions corresponding to intersecting links is also maintained. The reader might673

recall Figure 5, considering the possibility that flatter arcs appear.674

Next, we adapt Subsection 2.2.3 to see that the number of intersections between links is675

now in O(kn). For that, it is enough to check that Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 are valid for each of the676

k pairs of opposite staircases in OHθ(P ) and, using them, Theorem 2 is still true for each of677

the O(k) pairs of opposite staircases in OHθ(P ). It is important to notice that the assumption678

of Θ ≥ π
2 in this Subsection 3.4 is needed for these two last paragraphs to work.679

Then, we can adapt Subsection 2.2.4 to compute the sequence of overlap and release events.680

In order to do so, we proceed with an algorithm analogous to the one outlined there, but681

computing in O(n log n) time and O(n) space the sequence of overlap and release events for682

each pair of opposite staircases. After doing so, we merge the k sequences of overlap and release683

events obtained into a single sequence of overlap and release events, obtaining the sorted events684

during a complete rotation of θ from 0 to 2π. In this way, we get the following result, which685

generalizes Theorem 3.686

Theorem 10. The sequence of overlap and release events for OHθ(P ), while θ increases from 0687

to 2π, can be computed in O(kn log n) time and O(kn) space.688

In order to sweep the sequence of overlap and release events, we store again the events689

sequence as points on a circle [0, 2π), over which we represent the wedges Wi+1,i+k in a similar690

way as we did in the innermost circle in Figure 21, right (where we stored the vertex events691

instead). Proceeding as in Subsection 2.2.5, but considering that now we have at most O(kn)692

total overlap and release events, we get the following result, which generalizes Theorem 4.693

Theorem 11. Using the sequence of overlap and release events for OHθ(P ), the set Sθ(P ) can694

be maintained while θ increases in [0, 2π) using O(kn) time and O(kn) space.695

3.4.2 Computing minimum area696

The final step is to compute the value of θ that minimizes (or maximizes) the area of OHθ(P ).697

We show next how to compute this angle in O(kn log n) time and O(kn) space.698
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Let α, β be two events (of any type) such that (α, β) is an angular interval in [0, 2π) containing699

no events. Extending Equation 9 and mimicking Equation 3, we express the area of OHθ(P )700

for any θ ∈ (α, β) as follows:701

area(OHθ(P )) = area(P(θ)) −
∑
i

area(△i(θ)) +
∑
j

area(♢j(θ)). (10)

As before, P(θ) denotes the polygon having the points in Vθ(P ) as vertices, and an edge connect-702

ing two vertices if they are consecutive elements in Vθ(P ). The term △i(θ) denotes a triangle703

defined by two consecutive vertices p, q ∈ Vθ(P ). The boundary of this triangle is formed by the704

line segment pq and one of the current Oθ-wedges in W i
θ supported by p and q. As the aperture705

angle of an extremal wedge is at least π
2 , the triangle is now either rectangular (Figure 3) or706

obtuse (Figure 22). Finally, the term ♢j(θ) denotes the j-th overlapping region in Sθ(P ), which707

is now either a rectangle (Figure 3) or a rhomboid (Figure 23).708

We now show that, for any particular value of θ, we can evaluate Equation (10) in O(kn log n)709

time and, as θ increases from 0 to 2π, a constant number of terms need to be updated at each710

event, regardless of its type.711

The polygon. At any fixed value of θ the area of P(θ) can be computed from Vθ(P ) in O(n)712

time. The term area(P(θ)) changes only at vertex events. These events can be processed in713

constant time, since at an insertion (resp. deletion) event, the area of a single triangle needs to714

be subtracted (resp. added) to the previous value of area(P(θ)), as the same as in Figure 14.715

The triangles. Let p and q be two consecutive vertices in Vθ(P ) such that p precedes q. Sup-716

pose that, for any θ ∈ (α, β), the points p and q define the triangle △i(θ). This triangle is717

bounded by pq and an extremal wedge supported by p and q. Let ω ≥ π
2 denote the aperture718

angle of the extremal wedge, and ωp and ωq denote respectively, the internal angles of △i(α)719

at p and q. See Figure 22.720

r1

r5

(a)
p

qω

(b)

Figure 22: Computing the area of a triangular region. (a) The wedge of size ω that bounds the
triangle. (b) The triangle defined by p and q.

The area of △i(θ) can be expressed as721

area(△i(θ)) =
|pq|2

2 sin(ω)
· sin(ωp + (θ − α)) · sin(ωq − (θ − α)), (11)

and expanding Equation (11) we obtain

area(△i(θ)) = A · cos2(θ − α) +B · cos(θ − α) · sin(θ − α) + C · sin2(θ − α)

= D + E · cos(2(θ − α)) + F · sin(2(θ − α)), (12)
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where A . . . F are constant values in terms of ω, ωp, ωq, and the coordinates of p and q. Therefore,722

the term ∑
i area(△i(θ)) is linear in cos(2(θ− α)) and sin(2(θ− α)). Since each point of P can723

appear in O(k) staircases we have O(kn) triangles, which can be processed in O(kn) time as we724

described in Subsection 2.2.725

The overlapping regions. Let p, q be two consecutive vertices in Vθ(P ) such that p precedes726

q, and let r, s be two consecutive vertices in Vθ(P ) such that r precedes s. Suppose that, for any727

θ ∈ (α, β), the points p, q, r, s define the overlapping region ♢j(θ). Without loss of generality, we728

assume that p and q support an extremal wedge in W i, and that r and s support an extremal729

wedge in W i+k. We denote with ω ≥ π
2 the aperture angle of both wedges. See Figure 23(a).730
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Figure 23: Computing the area of an overlapping region. (a) The overlapping region defined by
p, q, r, and s. (b) The triangle △prA. (c) The triangle △qsB.

Let us consider the overlapping region when θ = α. Based on the triangles △prA (Fig-731

ure 23(b)) and △qsB (Figure 23(c)), the area of ♢j(θ) can be expressed as732

♢j(θ) =
|pr| · |qs|
sin2(w)

· sin(ωp + (θ − α)) · sin(ωs − (θ − α)), (13)

and expanding Equation 13 we obtain

area(△i(θ)) = A′ · cos2(θ − α) +B′ · cos(θ − α) · sin(θ − α) + C ′ · sin2(θ − α)

= D′ + E′ · cos(2(θ − α)) + F ′ · sin(2(θ − α)), (14)

where A′ . . . F ′ are constant values in terms of ω, ωp, ωs, and the coordinates of p, q, r, and s.733

The term ∑
i area(♢i(φ)) is therefore linear in cos(2(θ − α)) and sin(2(θ − α)). We thus can734

have at most O(kn) overlapping regions in the sequence of overlap and release events, so they735

can be processed in O(kn) time as in Subsection 2.3. Notice that the area of a rhomboid can736

be computed in constant time analogously to the area of a rectangle, so the formulas there are737

analogous. Using the algorithm in Subsection 2.3.4 with the mentioned changes in the number738

of events and complexities, we get our final result.739

Theorem 12. Given a set O of k lines such that Θ ≥ π
2 , computing OHθ(P ) with minimum740

(or maximum) area over all θ ∈ [0, 2π) can be done in O(kn log n) time and O(kn) space.741
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